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With the progress of science and technology, many devices in micro and nano size
show a lot of different properties with bulk materials, and these fascinating properties
promote the micro / nano fabrication method and the improvement of the properties.
The first and the second chapters of this paper briefly introduce the common
fabrication methods, including electron beam lithography (EBL), nanosphere
lithography and nanoimprint technology. Through the analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of various fabrication methods, this paper introduces the advantage of
nanoimprint technology: it can ensure relatively precise nanostructures and reduce the
cost of production, which are possible for mass production of large-area plasmonic
devices. In the second chapter, we introduce three common nanoimprint technology
and improve the nanoimprint technology based on the equipment we have. And the
processing steps should be paid attention to introduce in detail in the second chapter.
In the third and the fourth chapters, we use the nanoimprint technology which is
mentioned in the second chapter to process two micro and nano device namely the
perfect absorber and optical sensor which are designed based on the surface
plasmonic. We use the finite difference time domain method combined with metal
dispersion relationship and related electromagnetic theory to study the properties of
the two devices in different sizes. Through the result of scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) we once again verify the nanoimprint
lithography can ensure relatively precise nanostructures. That is why the results of
measurement are fitted highly with the result of experiment. What is more, the
devices we designed exhibit good characteristics compared to the previous devices.
The absorption of the perfect absorber can reach 85%, and the sensitivity of the
optical sensor can reach 514.7nm/RIU.
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